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Instructions for training RH-MLPA-Analysis to your own data
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We must admit that training is not made userfriendly, it is only the use of RH-MLPA-Analysis after
training that is easy to perform.
Training is based on the same kind of files that are used for analysis, i.e. GeneMapper or Peak
Scanner data have to be converted first. Se details for this in “instructions-demo.pdf”.
You can train one of the supplied MLPA probe sets if the probes of your actual lot. number fit the
probes of the supplied RH-MLPA-Analysis probeset. I.e. if you have a later lot. number then check
the documentation that came with the kit to check whether or not some probes have been replaced
by MRC-Holland.
Sometimes we have added e.g. more than one MLPA probeset for a kit to RH-MLPA-Analysis,
even when the probes have not changed, but where we have found some significant differences in
the produced probe areas for one or more probes. In this way we can use the program to analyse
new samples and then still have the posibility to reanalyse old samples of the previous lot. number.
This can be seen in e.g. the two versions of P095 and the two versions of P069:
a) P095-vs02 Aneuploidy MLPA kit (lot 0505)
b) P095-vs03 Aneuploidy MLPA kit (lot 1106)
The Y-probe peak at 160 nt is about 50% higher than for our old lot. 0505
a) P069-vs01 Human Telomer MLPA Kit (lot 0205, 0505)
b) P069-vs02 Human Telomer MLPA Kit (lot 0606)
The 1q peak is lower and the 10p peak is higher than for our old lot. 0505
Alternativly you can make a new copy of the RH-MLPA-Analysis program before you train to a
new lot. number, and then use the old program for analysing old samples, and the new program for
analysing new samples of the new lot. number.
By the v4.87 version of the program you can type in the actual lot. number and a comment to each
probeset you train.
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1 Training the analysis program with your own data
See also the paragraphs 2.4 and 2.5 in the document (instructions-demo.pdf), because they make a
good explanation of the training process for the SALSA P023-vs01 DiGeorge Syndrome/VCFS
MLPA Kit, so here we just mention what might be missing in the training demo example.

As seen in the training form above a single file controls the training. The file name has to be typed
into the field “New MLPA-training-list name”. The fields above this field describe the folder path
to the file and the folder path to all sample files mentioned in the “MLPA-training-list file”.
For each MLPA data file that is going to contribute to the training, the “New MLPA-training-list
file” contains a line describing the name of the file. The format and contents of the supplied demo
file “P023-vs01-t02.txt” is shown below and in “2.1 The format of a “MLPA-training-list file”.
The trainig form can also be used to create a summary of sample analysis results for abnormal cases
or for large collections of routine data by the use of the buttons “Print Report and update …” or
“Do only update Logfile …”, a few more details about this is mentioned in “instructions-demo.pdf”.
Befor doing training we normally make a backup copy of the current program, because you might
totally spoil the reference data if the supplied cases are of too bad quality or you by mistake have
added wrong files or probe sets for training.
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That’s how the demo files are placed on the harddisk of the computer that runs Access 2000:

And that’s how the training form tells where to read “P023-vs01-t02.txt” on the hard disk

And that’s how the training form tells where to read the individual MLPA data files for
training

As seen by the below lines that are cut outs of the whole MLPA-training list file (“P023-vs01t02.txt” shown in 2.1) each filename can be prefixed by a folder name, because we prefer to let
MLPA data files stay in a separate folder inside “C:\RH-MLPA\P023-vs01-training\Data” for each
run:
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N1
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N10
.
.
_2005-06-09_483\P023-N15
_2005-06-09_483\P023-N16
.
.
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N23
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N24
.
.
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_2005-06-16_509 P023\P023-N38
_2005-06-16_509 P023\P023-N39

When running the training for the first time for one of the supplied MLPA probe sets, it might be a
good idea to type in 1, 2 or 3 (nt) in this field:

Because the peak recognition part of the program otherwise only recognizes peaks close to the
fragment sizes of the reference data (defined by the previous training). After the first training with
an allowed extra distance we usually does a second training , but this time with Extra distance set to
0.0.

When running the training for the first time for data from another system than ABI 3100 for one of
the supplied MLPA then it might be a good idea first to click at the button

on the main menu of the prgram, and for each peak enter a fragment size value close to the fragment
size you have for your system.
Having done that you should experiment and see how the program acts on your data when you just
tries to analyse them, both to check that you have entered in some useful values so that the peaks of
your system can be recognized, but also because we have found that the program after such a simple
manual training has been able to analyse normal and abnormal P095 samples supplied from other
laboratories in the World.
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When you start training then the fragment size values you have entered are replaced by the mean
fragment peak size of the data used for training, and if your data are of a too bad quality you might
end up by having spoiled the reference data statistics. It is therefore always a good idea to make a
backup copy of the program before you train it.
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2 File formats
2.1 The format of a “MLPA-training-list file”
Training of the reference data is based on normal samples, and the training system has to know
which normal samples to include and where each the MLPA data file is places.
The “MLPA-training-list file” that is required when doing the training (see “1 Training the analysis
program with your own data”) contains this information in relation to the general folder where you
have placed your MLPA data files.
The supplied file “P023-vs01-t02.txt” for training the P023 probe set is based on normal samples
from three runs on the ABI and each set or run data has been placed to a separate folder (run 476,
483 and 484), and the file looks like this:
! Anything that follows an exclamation is regarded as being a comment
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N0 ! Example of a comment
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N1
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N10
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N11
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N12
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N13
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N14
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N2
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N3
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N4
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N5
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N6
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N7
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N8
_2005-05-12_376\P23-N9
_2005-06-09_483\P023-N15
_2005-06-09_483\P023-N16
_2005-06-09_483\P023-N17
_2005-06-09_483\P023-N18
_2005-06-09_483\P023-N19
_2005-06-09_483\P023-N20
_2005-06-09_483\P023-N21
!_2005-06-09_483\P023-N22 Example of excluding a sample of bad quality from training
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N23
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N24
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N25
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N26
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N27
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N28
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N29
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N30
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N32
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N33
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N34
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N35
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N36
_2005-06-09_484\P023-N37
!_2005-06-16_509 P023\P023-N22
_2005-06-16_509 P023\P023-N31
_2005-06-16_509 P023\P023-N38
_2005-06-16_509 P023\P023-N39
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